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Abstract
The human tongue has superior movement and tactile sensations. For individuals with severe disabilities, a tongue operated interface device can be used
to operate life-support equipment, such as powered wheelchairs and robotic
manipulators. A joystick-type device can directly translate various tongue
motions to external equipment behavior. In addition, the user can interactively communicate with the equipment by tactile feedback. This helps the
user to control the equipment safely and skillfully. Considering these factors,
in a previous study [1], we developed a novel tongue-operated joystick device
with reaction force feedback mechanism. We described the design process including the analysis of human tongue movement and tactile sensations and
showed fundamental performances of reaction force feedback with the prototype device. In this study, we discuss the shape of the operational part that
is used by the tongue. Two types of operational tools are prepared and their
operability and perception of reaction force feedback are compared. Furthermore, we confirm the effectiveness of reaction force feedback to operate
the joystick device safely and skillful controlling a mobile robot in an unknown environment.
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1. Introduction
There are many devices that assist persons with severe disabilities to perform
daily activities, such as powered wheelchairs and robotic manipulators. These
devices recognize the requirement of individuals with disabilities and send suitaDOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006 Aug. 12, 2019
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ble commands to external assistive equipment. Persons with paralysis of all
limbs caused by spinal cord injuries, traumatic brain injuries, or strokes need
interface devices that will help them interact and freely operate life-support
equipment. The effective use of assistive equipment will increase their motivation to perform daily activities and help them become independent.
However, individuals with severe disabilities often cannot operate typical interface devices, such as joysticks, buttons, and switches, which are designed to be
operated by limbs or digits. Several interface devices can be operated by individuals with disabilities using other body movements, such as head motion [2],
eye movement [3], and eye blinking [4]. Electro-biosignals such as electroencephalogram [5], electrooculography [6] and electromyography [7] [8] are other
approaches to operate assistive equipment with minimal effort. In addition to
these interface devices, several tongue computer interfaces have been proposed
in recent years. The tongue also comprises various muscles and can perform
complex and quick movements. Furthermore, it is known that the tongue scapes
damage during spinal cord injuries [9]. These features have encouraged researchers to develop tongue-based interface devices. A shooting game using the
real-time measurement of tongue motion, captured using a Kinect camera, has
been proposed [10]. While the primary aim of this system is to train oral muscles, it has the potential to control life-support equipment. Orthodontic dental
retainers embedded with infrared optical sensors have been proposed to sense
complex tongue movements [11]. An intraoral electrode array system measures
the position and movement of the tongue by measuring the contact impedance
between the tip of the tongue and the array [12]. The inductive tongue-computer
interface that comprises an activation unit made of magnetic material and a
sensor with multiple coils placed on a palatal plate has been proposed [13]. The
position of the activation unit attached on the tongue is estimated by the output
voltage from inductors. Using this type of interface with 18 inductive sensors,
tongue-based control of an assistive robotic arm and gripper system has been
demonstrated and 14 movement types have been successfully generated [14]. A
powered wheelchair system driven by tongue movement has been developed
[15] [16]. In this system, a magnet is mounted on the user’s tongue, and inductive sensors set around their mouth detect the tongue position. This system can
generate analog commands for smooth control of powered wheelchairs. These
studies reveal the significant potential of tongue based interfaces in controlling
external equipment skillfully with manual operation. In addition, the tongue has
a further significant function as tactile organ [17]. A tongue display unit [18]
that provides electro-tactile stimulation to the tongue was developed and widely
used for vision substitution [19], balance substitution [20], and augmentative
information display [21].
As described above, the mobility and tactile feedback of tongues have been
used separately in the fields of control and sensing, respectively. In a previous
study, we have proposed a novel joystick-type interface with reaction-force
feedback mechanism [1]. The joystick interface can generate detailed instrucDOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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tions for the equipment by taking advantage of the numerous degrees of freedom of the tongue. Furthermore, through tactile stimulation to the tongue, the
equipment can alert the user of changes in the environment and allow them to
navigate to a safer situation. In [1], we described the design process of the joystick device in detail and investigated fundamental performances with respect to
reaction force feedback (adjustable range of reaction force, presentation way of
reaction force change, and perception of reaction force by the user). Especially
we could confirm the user can perceive the changes in the reaction force presented by proposed device. This result shows the possibility for the user to control outer equipment interactively using this device. However, the operability
and effectiveness of force feedback in practical applications, such as the control
of a powered wheelchair or mobile robot, were not discussed.
In this paper, we describe the modification of the operational part enabling to
follow dynamic motion of the tongue and also give a tactile stimulation firmly in
practical use. Furthermore, we show the effectiveness of the joystick device by
controlling the navigation of a mobile robot in an unknown environment.

2. Prototype Interface Device
Here we describe the design concept of the proposed joystick device and explain
the mechanism of reaction force feedback adopted in the prototype device.

2.1. Design Concept
We aim to realize the interaction between external equipment and user by using
reaction-force control during stick operation. The external equipment alerts the
user in the case of an abnormal situation by adjusting the reaction force and
helps the user to safely execute the operation. Therefore, it is necessary to rapidly
adjust the reaction force when an environmental change is detected. We adopt a
simple mechanism that comprises an elastic plate and a slider-crank mechanism
that can actuate rapidly. The mechanism is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Force feedback mechanism.
DOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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In this mechanism, the joystick tip is operated by the tongue. During the operation, the joystick movement is transmitted to the contact bar attached to the
rotational axis of the gimbal. The contact bar in turn makes contact with the
elastic plate while moving. The shock or reaction force at contact is sensed by
the user’s tongue. The reaction force magnitude can be controlled by adjusting
the elastic plate length with the slider-crank mechanism. Using this function, the
user can operate the external equipment interactively and safely.

2.2. Reaction Force Feedback Mechanism
Figure 2 shows the prototype of the proposed joystick device. In [21], we reported that the tongue can generate a maximum operating force of approximately 4.0 N. The prototype has been designed to give a reaction force of up to
approximately 4.0 N to the tongue. The elastic plate, which is a key element in
the reaction force feedback mechanism, was made of a super-elastic metal alloy
(Ni-Ti SMA, Yoshimi Inc.). The width, length, thickness, and Young’s modulus
were 7.25 mm, 70.0 mm, 0.5 mm, and 54 GPa, respectively. The effective length
was adjusted by the slider-crank mechanism actuated by a servomotor (ASG,
Tower Pro Pte Ltd., stall torque 0.18 Nm, operating speed 600 deg/s, weight 9.0
g). The supporting part could move vertically in a range of 45.0 mm, making the
effective length 5.0 - 50.0 mm. The length of the contact bar, Llower, was 25.0 mm
and its rotational angle was measured with a potentiometer (SV01A103E01B00,
Murata Manufacturing Co., Ltd., total resistance 10 kΩ, rotational angle 333.3
deg, rotational torque 0.21 × 10−2 Nm).
Here we describe the operational stiffness, directly related to the reaction
force, according to the effective length of the elastic plate. Figure 3 shows the

Figure 2. Prototype of joystick with reaction force feedback mechanism.
DOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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Figure 3. Generation of reaction force: the relationship between the operational force, F,
and the pushing force of the elastic plate, P (left). Reaction force from the plate, having
the same magnitude as P, is exerted to the tongue. A cantilever beam model of the elastic
plate (right).

simplified model. When the rotational angle of the joystick is small, we can
suppose that the operational force by the tongue, F, acts on the elastic plate as a
translational force, P, via the contact bar. The relationship between two forces is
expressed as follows:
Llower
⋅ P,
Lupper

=
F

(1)

where Lupper and Llower are the lengths of the joystick from its tip to the rotation
center and the contact bar, respectively. The stiffness sensed by the user’s tongue, K, is defined as the ratio of the operational force, F, to the displacement, δx.
=
K

F
=

δx

1 Llower
⋅ P.
δ x Lupper

(2)

The pushing force, P, is equivalent to the reaction force from the elastic plate
that is changed because of its effective length. We express the relationship between the reaction force and effective length by modeling the elastic plate as a
simple cantilever beam as shown in Figure 3. The beam is pushed by the contact
bar at point A, while being supported at point B. Pushing force, F, and supporting force, R, are applied at points A and B, respectively. Under this situation, the
displacement of contact point A, Δ0, is expressed as follows:

=
∆0

a 2 ( 3l + a )
12 EI

⋅ P,

(3)

where l and a are the length of the elastic plate between its base C, and contact
position, A, and the effective length between the contact position A and supporting position, B, respectively. Furthermore, E and I are the Young’s modulus
and second moment of area of the elastic plate, respectively. The geometric relationship between the displacement of the joystick-tip, δx, and Δ0 is as follows:
=
δx
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From Equations (2)-(4), the presented stiffness, K, is obtained as follows:

L
=
K  lower
 Lupper


2

 P  Llower
⋅
 =

 ∆ 0  Lupper

2


12 EI
 ⋅ 2
a
( 3l + a )


(5)

This model indicates that the presented stiffness, K, can be controlled by the
effective length of the elastic plate, a, and can be magnified by the ratio of Lupper
and Llower. Figure 4 shows the adjustable range of stiffness obtained theoretically
and experimentally.
From this figure, we confirmed that experimental results almost coincide with
theory. We can control the stiffness, i.e., the reaction force correctly by the elastic plate length.

3. Evaluation of Performance for Practical Application
A tool operational by tongue is important to closely interact with the joystick
device. Therefore, we prepared two operational tools, A and B, and compared
their performance with respect to operability and perception of force feedback.
Tool A is a cylindrical stick with 4.0 mm diameter, while Tool B is a stick with
four blocks (width: 12.0 mm, thickness: 10.0 mm, height: 20.0 mm, made with
acrylic resin) that maintain contact with the tongue. The tip of Tool A is located
inside the mouth and is pushed by the tongue toward the desired direction, as
shown in Figure 5(a). In Tool B, the tip of the tongue is sandwiched between
four blocks so that it is inside the blocks during movement, as shown in Figure
5(b).
Therefore, Tool B can follow the tongue motion easily. The position of each
block is adjusted manually before operation to ensure steady contact with tongue
as shown in Figure 6. In the following section, we compare these operational tools
with regard to operability during fast motion and perception of reaction force.

Figure 4. Adjustable stiffness range: Experimental data was calculated with the force and
displacement data through experiments where the joystick tip was pushed by a force sensor under six effective lengths of the elastic plate: 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 mm.
DOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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Figure 5. Two kinds of operational tools: When operating Tool A, the user bites the
holding part, that is a cubic shell attached to the top of the joystick device body. Tool A is
operated inside the mouth. In contrast, when operating Tool B, the user opens the mouth
and thrusts out the tongue. (a) Operating tool A; (b) Operating tool B.

Figure 6. Operational tool B.

3.1. Operability
Operability was investigated by operating the joystick tip with the tongue in a
circular motion. In this experiment, we instructed the users to move the joystick
tip rapidly to draw a circle as large as possible.
They attempted to draw the circle in a counterclockwise direction several
times. Typical result with Tool A is shown in Figure 7. As seen in Figure 7, the
user was unable to draw a circle because of the difficulty in smoothly turning the
stick using the tongue.
When operating the joystick with Tool A, the user typically pushed the tip
using the side of the tongue in the direction of the movement. Therefore, when
turning was required, they changed the contact surface of the tongue and moved
to the opposite side. This prevented the user from executing smooth and seamless operations, resulting in an irregular trajectory. This means that the user
cannot operate the joystick rapidly and accurately when the desired operation
requires a change in direction.
On the other hands, Tool B did not require additional behavior of the tongue
to make re-contact with the stick while changing the operational direction. This
is because each block was always in contact with the tongue during operation.
This enabled the user to freely operate Tool B. Figure 8 shows the circular trajectory drawn by utilizing Tool B. In this experiment, we gave the subject the
DOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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Figure 7. Trajectories of tip of the joystick operated by tongue (with Tool A).

Figure 8. Trajectories of tip of the joystick operated by tongue (with Tool B).

same instructions as those in the previous experiment. The trajectory drawn indicates that the user can operate the joystick more easily and draw an almost
circular trajectory. The user took approximately 2 s to draw one circle.

3.2. Guidance by Tactile Stimulation
In this section, we examine the abilities of using the joystick device when the
stiffness is changed during its operation.
In this experiment, one direction was randomly selected every 15 s to have
reaction forces smaller than those in other directions. The subjects were inDOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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structed to return the joystick to the center position when they perceived a rapid
increase in stiffness (reaction force) in the operational direction and then to find
the direction with decreased stiffness by pushing the stick arbitrarily.
When changing the stiffness from low to high, the supporting point went to
higher position so that effective length of the elastic plate was reduced and bending
decreased, because the supporting point moved higher as shown in Figure 3.
As a result, the subjects sensed that the joystick pushed the tongue slightly
backward and perceived the change in stiffness. While performing this task, the
subjects wore an eye mask and headphones to eliminate visual or sound information from the actuation of the slider-crank mechanism.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The tables in
Figure 9 and Figure 10 present the combination of stiffness settings in each direction, where H and L indicate high and low stiffness values in each direction,
respectively.
In the first half of the experiment, from 0 to 60 s, we set the high and low
stiffness values to 2.5 N/mm and 0.2 N/mm, respectively. Beyond 60 s, we changed
the low stiffness value to 0.8 N/mm.
Figures located in lower sides of Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the operational
patterns with Tools A and B, respectively. Irregular movements can be seen in
both situations where the stiffness was changed. This indicates that the subject
checked the stiffness by touching the stick with their tongue. In the latter half of
the experiment, the movement to find the direction with decreased force tended
to increase as the difference between low and high stiffness values decreased.
These similarities are seen in Figure 9 and Figure 10.
On comparing these results, we noticed that irregular movement with Tool A
tended to continue for longer time than that with Tool B. Moreover, the user

Figure 9. Guidance of operational direction by tactile stimulation (with Tool A).
DOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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Figure 10. Guidance of operational direction by tactile stimulation (with Tool B).

with Tool B could not perceive the change in stiffness immediately in the latter
half of the experiment and continued pushing the stick toward the prohibited
direction for a few seconds (at around 90 s or 105 s in Figure 9).
In contrast, the user with Tool B could stop his operation to react to the stiffness change. The operational patterns approximately matched the stiffness patterns described in the table. Therefore, we can confirm that the subject could
perceive the change in stiffness and operate the stick quickly.
From these comparisons, we confirmed that Tool B is superior to Tool A in
operability and perception of reaction force feedback. This indicates that the operational part should keep steady contact with the tongue during operation in
order to establish interactive communication between the tongue and joystick
device.

4. Mobile Robot Control Navigated by Proposed Joystick
Device
The mobile robot was controlled in an unknown environment that had many
obstacles. In this experiment, the joystick with Tool B was used by the subject to
avoid collisions and select a safer route while navigating.

4.1. Experimental Environment and Condition
We think that a mobile robot system can be used for the disabled persons to
move daily living goods or to communicate with other. Our interface device can
help the operator to control the robot interactively and successfully when unknown obstacles exist on the route of the robot.
Figure 11 shows the experimental environment. The start position was to the
right of the subject and the goal position was the front of the door located 2.5 m
DOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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Figure 11. Experimental environment.

ahead of the subject. Because many objects were placed between the start and
end positions, a green line was drawn around the obstacles to indicate the route
to be traced by the mobile robot. As Obstacle #1 was high, the subject could not
see behind the obstacle. In this region, the subject had to operate the robot by
predicting the route. Furthermore, an additional obstacle, Obstacle #3, was
placed on the route: therefore, when the subject controlled the robot to follow a
simple predicted route, there was a high probability of collision. The subject was
not informed of the presence of Obstacle #3.

4.2. Experimental System
Figure 12 shows the experimental setup. The system primarily comprises a joystick, mobile robot, and host computer. The mobile robot has three position sensitive detectors (PSD) (GP2Y0A21YK, SHARP, measurable range 100 - 800 mm)
on its front. These sensors detect objects and measure the distance to them. The
host computer, PC#1, functioned as the relay between the mobile robot and
joystick and transferred the control input, calculated from the joystick output, to
the mobile robot. The computer also received the PSD distance data and determined the required stiffness level for each joystick direction. These levels were
sent to a microcomputer (Arduino UNO). The joystick adjusted its stiffness and
provided an alert to the subject through tactile stimulation to the tongue.

4.3. Navigation
We defined simple bit patterns to express the distance and direction of the obstacle
DOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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Figure 12. Experimental setup.

obtained by the three PSD sensors on the mobile robot. The output of the sensor
was set as 1 when the distance was below 200 mm, and 0 for all other instances.
An example of the bit pattern is shown in Figure 13. Table 1 shows the programmed bit patterns and stiffness settings given by each bit pattern. In this table, H and L are high and low stiffness levels, respectively. The stiffness settings
for each direction were defined to allow the subject to avoid collisions and move
in safer directions while navigating.
The subject was instructed to operate the robot to follow the green line and to
modify their operation to follow the guidance of the joystick when perceiving a
change in the reaction force. This assistance was essential for the subject to arrive at the end point safely as they were not aware of Obstacle #3.
The low and high stiffness values were set at 0.8 N/mm and 2.5 N/mm, respectively. We have two reasons for this setting. The one is that these levels can
be distinguished sufficiently as shown in Figure 10. The second is that switching
time of two stiffness levels can be shortened because the difference between the
effective lengths of the elastic plate is smaller than the combination of 0.2 N/mm
and 2.5 N/mm.
The subject wore an ear plug to mute sounds that could influence the operation.

4.4. Experimental Results
Figure 14 shows the condition of the experiment. The seven images in this figure show the behavior of the robot during navigation. As seen, the robot arrived
at the end position without any collisions. During the period from Scenes #3 to
#6, the subject could not recognize the position and posture of the robot correctly and was unaware of the presence of Obstacle #3.
In this situation, the joystick allowed the subject to navigate and avoid collisions because of the reaction force changes. The reaction force in each direction
was adjusted on the basis of the mapping between sensor outputs and stiffness
settings shown in Table 1.
Figure 15 shows the sensor outputs, stiffness settings, and operation by the
DOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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Table 1. Stiffness patterns according to sensor output.

Sensor output

Stiffness patterns
L,M,R

forward

backward

right

left

(0,0,0)

L

H

L

L

(0,0,1)

H

H

H

L

(0,1,0)

H

H

L

L

(1,0,0)

H

H

L

H

(0,1,1)

H

H

H

L

(1,0,1)

H

H

L

L

(1,1,0)

H

H

L

H

(1,1,1)

H

H

L

L

Figure 13. An example of sensor output pattern according to the distance to the obstacle.

Figure 14. Experimental environment and the scenes of mobilie robot.
DOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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Figure 15. Sensor output, stiffness setting, and joystick operation in the period from scene #3
to #6.

subject from Scenes #3 to #6. At approximately 23 s in Scene #3, while the robot
continued to rotate to the left, the left PSD sensor detected Obstacle #3 first, followed by the middle and right sensors.
At this point the patterns of the sensor outputs changed from (1,0,0) to (1,1,0)
and from (1,1,0) to (1,1,1). According to these changes, the stiffness in each direction was changed. At first, the stiffness in the forward and left sides were increased to stop the rotational movement and prevent the approach to the obstacle. The subject sensed that their tongue was pushed back slightly as the stiffness in the forward and left sides increased and inputs in these directions were
restricted.
After perceiving the changes in the reaction forces, the subject stopped the
rotational operation and immediately returned the joystick to the initial position. They then moved the joystick in the direction that had lesser stiffness, thus
avoiding the obstacle.
DOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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A similar situation can be seen in Scene #5. The subject again avoided collision with the wall with the aid of the joystick. These results indicate that the
stiffness control could work effectively to guide users to safer routes. However,
we noticed that the subject could not react immediately to changes in the stiffness. In Scenes #3 and #5, the subject began to change the operational direction
approximately 500 ms after the force feedback was applied to the tongue.
This unavoidable delay was caused by the delay and dead time in the signal
transfer of the central nervous system and the actuation of muscular systems. In
numerous cases, this delay is longer than the dynamic changes in the environment. Therefore forcibly suspending the movement of the robot will be a risk
reduction solution, thus refusing inputs until an adequate input to recover from
the critical situation is generated.
Furthermore, the stick operation resembled a bang-bang control input pattern. This joystick system would originally generate velocity commands in proportion to the tilt angle of the joystick. However, in this experiment, the maximum speed of the robot was decreased for safety reasons. Therefore, the subject
always inputted the maximum velocity.
These results indicate that a safe and effective control system that meets the
demands of users is realized by designing the robot behavior taking into consideration the entire process from sensing and perception to actuation of muscles.

5. Conclusions
We proposed a novel joystick system for tongue operation, in which force feedback was given by a simple mechanism. The original concept was the utilization
of not only the greater degrees of mobility but also the significant tactile feedback capabilities of the tongue to realize a cooperative control system between
humans and external equipment. Force feedback was effectively used to alert the
user to changes in the operated equipment or the environment, thus assisting the
user to perform safer and more skillful operations. A simple slider-crank mechanism and a super-elastic metal plate provided a wide adjustable range of operational stiffness.
Furthermore, for effective use of the proposed function, we discussed the
shape of the part to be operated by the tongue. Through experiments with two
types of operational tools, we confirmed that the operability and perception of
tactile stimulation were improved by stabilizing the contact situation with tongue.
Finally, we confirmed that the joystick system could assist the user to control
the mobile robot safely in unknown environments by adjusting the operational
stiffness in each direction according to the outputs of distance sensors on the
robot. However, the reaction of the tongue was not sufficiently fast to change the
input command and recover the situation. Therefore, we have to design a method to address changes in the situation until the operation has been modified
effectively.
DOI: 10.4236/ica.2019.103006
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In addition, in this study we adopted stiffness adjustments from low to high,
or high to low, as the simplest solution. However, other patterns, such as
high-frequency repetitive changes between low and high levels, should be examined. In future studies, we will examine the possibility of increasing the types
of information using several combinations of stiffness adjustment patterns and
realize more effective interaction systems with the external equipment.
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